BRAINSTORM’S PATHWAY
TO BROADCAST GRAPHICS MANAGEMENT

Neuron is a MOS-compatible, templatebased system that integrates graphics
creation and management into most
common newsroom, continuity and
broadcast traffic operation environments,
allowing users to integrate high-quality
pre-defined 3D graphics to their workflow
without the constant input from the
Graphics Department.
It is fully scalable and can be tailored to
match any client’s requirements or budget
while it integrates in most types of broadcast
content management including traffic and
branding.
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WHY NEURON
•••
FULLY SCALABLE AND
MODULAR SOLUTION
•••
TEMPLATE-BASED
•••
MOS COMPATIBLE
•••
CONSISTENT WORKFLOW
WITHIN COMMON
BROADCAST ENVIRONMENTS
•••
COMPATIBLE WITH MOST
COMMON NEWSROOM AND
AUTOMATION SYSTEMS
•••
STANDARD PROTOCOLS
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BEYOND THE NEWSROOM
Within a wider broadcast environment,
Neuron can provide a channel with a
complete, shared and centralized control and management system for all
kind of graphics. The system integrates
seamlessly in the newsroom, but transcends the news requirements includ-
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SUPPORT FOR EXTERNAL DATA APPLICATIONS
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ADVANCED CONTROL FUNCTIONS

NEURON GATEWAY

Neuron Controller is an easy-to-use module that allows real-

A software module to manage the MOS comunications with

time preview, live take/next take functions for immediate

the Newsroom systems.

broadcasting of last minute changes, and the ability to
include special commands in the running order for logo or
bumper insertion.

NEURON

NEURON ESTUDIO PLAYER
The eStudio engine to play the Neuron graphics.
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